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Guns, Germs and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies.  
Jared Diamond. New York: W.W. Norton, 1997, 480 pp. 

Guns, Germs, and Steel, the author tells us, grew out of his attempt to an-
swer "Yali's question." Yali, a New Guinea native, allegedly asked Jared Diamond, 
an evolutionary biologist specializing in the study of birds, "Why is it that you 
white people developed so much cargo and brought it to New Guinea, but we black 
people had little cargo of our own?" "Cargo" is used here in the same sense as in the 
famed 'cargo cult,' to refer to all that technology—airplanes, guns, steel axes— 
European whites brought to New Guinea, whose dark-skinned inhabitants were still 
using stone tools. Since social science had yet proved unable to satisfactorily an-
swer Yali's question, Diamond tells us that he researched the topic for 25 years and 
found not an answer, but the answer—compared to New Guineans, Australian Ab-
originees, Africans, and Amerindians, the peoples of the Eurasian continent were 
environmentally rather than biologically advantaged. They had the good fortune to 
have lived in centrally located homelands that were oriented along an east-west 
axis, thereby allowing ready diffusion of their abundant supply of domesticable 
animals, plants, and cultural innovations. 

In his geographical determinist answer, Diamond, well-known academic, 
regular writer for Discover magazine, and author of The Rise and Fall of the Third 
Chimpanzee, joins the debate about group differences in intelligence. But you won't 
find any careful weighing of the evidence for or against his and other envi-
ronmental, as opposed to genetic, arguments in Guns, Germs, and Steel. Throwing 
down the gauntlet, Diamond brands the genetic argument on IQ "racist" (pp. 19-22), 
anathematizes Herrnstein and Murray's (1994) The Bell Curve, declaring it "notori-
ous" (p. 431), and dismisses any possible role for genetic differences with his ex ca-
thedra statement that: "The objection to such racist explanations is not just that they 
are loathsome but also that they are wrong" (p. 19). Diamond summarises his long 
book in one credal sentence: "History followed different courses for different peo-
ples because of differences among people's environments, not because of biological 
differences among peoples themselves" (p. 25). It seems incredible that, as an evo-
lutionary biologist, Diamond seems unaware that it is different environments that 
cause, via natural selection, biological differences among populations. 

As a card carrying "race-realist" (Rushton, 1995), I should register my ob-
jection to Diamond's claim that Guns, Germs, and Steel is a good faith effort to 
solve one of the most controversial and enduring controversies in the history of phi-
losophy and social science. Diamond's many omissions constitute at best shoddy, 
and at worst dishonest, scholarship. However well written, however encyclopedic in 
scope, and however much truth there may be in this book about 10,000 years of 
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human history, Diamond does not give his readers the whole truth and nothing but 
the truth. In fact, he gives them much less. 

Nonetheless, Diamond's thesis that the facts of history can be explained by 
anchoring that discipline in the biogeographic and evolutionary sciences, rather than 
assuming as do many professional historians, that history is just "one damned thing 
after another," merits careful consideration. Guns, Germs, and Steel certainly reads 
well and it does contain a storehouse of data that cry out for a unifying explanation. 
Astonishing, for example, is the fact that the island of Madagascar was colonized 
around 500 A.D. (about the same time as Hawaii) by an Austronesian-language 
people (similar to Polynesians) from Borneo, some 4,000 miles across the Indian 
Ocean, rather than by East Africans living only 250 miles away. Diamond's answer 
(again) is that conquerors had better homelands rather than better brains. The im-
mediate reason why Austronesians crossed the Indian Ocean was because they in-
vented ocean-going canoes. They did this by outrigging dugouts, to stop them from 
capsizing, by lashing two smaller logs parallel to the hull and several feet from it, 
one on each side, connected to the hull by poles, with sails added later. 

According to Diamond, the underlying explanation of why the Austrone-
sians were more inventive than Africans is that they were colonizing farmers origi-
nating in south China where they had achieved a head start through domesticating 
pigs, chickens, dogs, and rice. They simply loaded their domesticated products into 
their ocean-going canoes and moved on to replace the original tropical southeast 
Asians (possibly hunter-gathering Negritoes). The Austronesian expansion began in 
Taiwan (3,500 B.C.), then moved to the Philippines (3,000 B.C.), Indonesia (2,000 
B.C.), New Zealand (1,000 A.D.) and the Pacific Islands (500 A.D.). 

Why did the Polynesians develop a technology that Africans did not dream 
of? (Until the Arabs and Europeans arrived, south-of-Saharan Africans had failed to 
invent the wheel, written languages, numbering systems, measures of time, rules of 
law, or dwellings larger than two storeys; Baker, 1974). Why did Europeans colo-
nize Africa, Australia, and the Americas while sub-Saharan Africans, Australian 
Aborigines, and American Indians did not colonize Europe? The Austronesian re-
placement of existing populations, Diamond tells us, occurred for the same reasons 
that Europeans later replaced Amerindians, Khoisan, and Native Australians, that is, 
they had denser populations, superior tools and weapons, more developed water-
craft and maritime skills, and epidemic diseases to which farmers, but not hunter-
gatherers, had developed resistance (the "guns, germs, and steel" of the book's title). 

To clarify chains of causation, Diamond invokes the concept of 'ultimate' 
and 'proximate' levels of explanation, as used in evolutionary biology (Figure 1). 
Thus, although the 'proximate' reason why Europeans and Asians 'conquered the 
world' lies in superior technology in the form of ocean-going ships, guns, steel 
swords, and superior political organization and writing, occasionally helped along 
by epidemic disease, the 'ultimate' reason is that technology began earlier and pro-
ceeded faster in continental Eurasia because of Eurasia's heritage of domesticable 
plants and animals. By contrast, Australia was impoverished and other continents 
were only moderately endowed, hence their relative backwardness. 
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FIGURE 1.  
The ultimate-proximate continuum of factors underlying the broadest pattern of 
history. This chart represents Diamond's (1997, p. 87) view of the chains of cau-
sation leading from ultimate factors (such as orientation of continental axes, see 
figure 2) up to proximate factors (such as guns, horses, and diseases). 

According to Diamond's reckoning, there are only 148 species of large, 
wild creatures that can be tamed (and of these only 14 species have made it to the 
farm). In the plant realm, only several hundred of 200,000 species can yield good 
protein. The ancestors of these mammals and plants—which include pigs, barley, 
and rice— just happened to be in the Fertile Crescent and China. Moreover, only 
the Eurasian continent has an east-west axis allowing diffusion of plants, animals, 
and people across similar, somewhat Mediterranean-style climate and terrain (see 
Figure 2). 
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 FIGURE 2. Major axes of the continents (from Diamond, 1997, p. 177). 

The north-south axis of Africa and America inhibited diffusion due to se-
vere changes in clirrfete. For example, the tropical jungle of central America effec-
tively stopped the southward migration of domestic corn from Mexico and the 
northward migration of the domestic llama from Peru. Five thousand years after 
llamas had been domesticated in the Andes, the Maya, Aztecs, and all the other na-
tive societies of Mexico remained without pack animals. Similarly, the Saharan de-
sert and tropical rainforests of Africa impeded the southward spread of technology 
from the Fertile Crescent of the Middle-East. 

Though he is not the first to have offered such explanations, Diamond am-
ply documents how the Fertile Crescent, which gave rise to European civilization, 
had the best agricultural resources of the five to nine cradles of agriculture. Its 
grasses had the greatest variety of large seeds. The region had plenty of domestica-
ble animals. Coats, sheep, pigs, hens, and cows were tamed. Domestic beasts bore 
the burden of early agriculture, while horses powered military expansion. Diamond 
also shows the much less well known means by which people in New Guinea, Aus-
tralia, and elsewhere in the world intelligently took advantage of every available re-
source. Even the aboriginal Australians, their land dry and infertile, managed in one 
region, where rivers reliably flow, to construct elaborate canals up to a mile and a 
half long, allowing eels to extend their range between marshes. 

Diamond's conclusion, neither novel or unique (Crosby, 1986; Darlington, 
1969), is that agriculturally wealthy Eurasians had a long head start in developing a 
surplus population with a division of labor that enabled the tools of civilization to 
arise. Agricultural settlements led small bands of nomadic hunter-gatherers to co-
alesce into village-based tribes. These grew into chiefdoms comprising thousands of 
people from many villages. Chiefdoms led conflict-mediating laws to be codified. 
Ruling classes and elites emerged to mobilize citizens and their resources to wage 
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war, build public works, and increase political power. Finally, the state arose and 
with it the large populations and technological developments including political or-
ganizations that produced fleets of soldiers engaging in transoceanic conquest. 

Writing conferred additional administrative control and military success. 
For example, the letters and pamphlets coming back to Spain from Cortex's con-
quest of the Aztecs in Mexico, sent Spaniards pouring into the New World and sup-
plied the necessary detailed sailing directions. Later, Pizarro explicitly modeled his 
ambush of the Incas in Peru on the successful (written down) strategy of Cortes's 
conquest of the Aztecs in Mexico. 

Unacknowledged by Diamond is that the Chinese were often in advance of 
Europeans. By 1442, for example, the Chinese had developed a vast ocean going 
fleet which arrived off the east coast of Africa with 200 ships and 20,000 men. 
(Contrast these logistics with those of Christopher Columbus who had only 3 ships 
and 200 men 50 years later!) The Chinese had already invented the magnetic com-
pass and could easily have sailed around the Cape of Good Hope and 'discovered' 
Europe. That they did not do so and instead skuttled their ships and destroyed the 
plans for building them remains a curiosity. 

Problems Unresolved and Data Unexplained 

All of the foregoing developments created positive feedback loops select-
ing for increased intelligence and various personality traits (e.g., altruism, rule-
following, etc.). Not surprisingly, Diamond ignores this eventuality. As a differen-
tial psychologist and evolutionary theorist studying race differences, I was struck by 
how much potentially explanatory information Diamond omitted. Large data sets 
dovetail too virtuously (to use Robert Oppenheimer's poetic phrase) to be ignored. 
For example, well documented racial differences in brain size and IQ map very 
closely to the same cultural histories Diamond is at such pains to try to explain. Al-
though Diamond dismisses such research as "loathsome", he leaves his readers, 
many of whom would no doubt like to agree with him, clueless as to what, if any-
thing, might be scientifically wrong with any of it. 

Although independent researchers have repeatedly confirmed: (1) The geo-
graphical distribution of intelligence, (2), the relationship between intelligence and 
brain size, (3), the geographical distribution of brain size, and (4), the heritability of 
intelligence, Diamond, the author of The Rise and Fall of the Third Chimpanzee, is 
like a composite of the three wise monkeys and does not want to see, hear, or say 
anything about these topics. Therefore, I will briefly summarize them. Readers 
seeking a more extensive summary can consult The Bell Curve, and for a complete 
discussion of how brain size and IQ explain much of human behavior and are in 
turn explained by human evolution, see my Race, Evolution, and Behavior. 

1. The geographical distribution of intelligence. One hundred years of research has 
established that East Asians and Europeans average higher IQs than do Africans. 
East Asians, measured in North America and in Pacific Rim countries, typically 
average IQs in the range of 101 to 111. Caucasoid populations in North Amer-
ica, Europe, and Australasia typically average IQs from 85 to 115 with an over-
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all mean of 100. African populations living south of the Sahara, in North Amer-
ica, in the Caribbean, and in Britain typically have mean IQs from 70 to 90 (see 
Lynn, 1997, for a comprehensive review). 

Parallel differences are found on relatively culture-free tests such as speed of 
decision making. All children can perform the task in less than one second, but 
children with higher IQ scores perform faster than do those with lower scores. 
Asian children in Hong Kong and Japan average faster than do European chil-
dren from Britain and Ireland, who in turn average faster than do African chil-
dren from South Africa. This same pattern of racial differences is also found in 
California. 

2.  The relationship between intelligence and brain size. Diamond neglects to men-
tion any of the remarkable discoveries made during the 1990's 'decade of the 
brain' using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Such MRI studies, which con-
struct three-dimensional models of the brain in vivo, show a correlation of about 
0.40 between brain size and IQ, as replicable a set of results as can be found in 
the social and behavioral sciences. The first MRI/IQ studies were published in 
the late 1980's and early 1990's in leading, refereed, mainstream journals like In-
telligence (Willerman et al., 1991) and the American Journal of Psychiatry (An-
dreasen et al., 1993). 

3.  The parallel geographical distribution of brain size. Racial differences in brain 
size have been established recently using wet brain weight at autopsy, volume of 
empty skulls using filler, and volume estimated from head sizes. Using endo-
cranial volume, for example, Beals et al. (1984, p. 307, Table 5) analyzed about 
20,000 skulls from around the world. East Asians averaged 1,415 cm3 (SD = 
51), Europeans averaged 1,362 cm3 (SD = 35), and Africans averaged  1,268 
cm3 (SD = 85). Using external head measures to calculate cranial capacities, 
Rushton (1992) analyzed a stratified random sample of 6,325 U.S. Army per-
sonnel measured in 1988 for fitting helmets and found that Asian Americans av-
eraged 1,416 cm3 (5D = 104 cm3), European Americans 1,380 cm3 (SD = 92), 
and African Americans 1,359 cm3 (SD = 95). Moreover, a recent MRI study 
found that people of African and Caribbean background averaged a smaller 
brain volume than did those of European background (Harvey, Persaud, Ron, 
Baker & Murray, 1994). 

Contrary to purely environmental theories, these racial differences in brain size 
show up early in life. Data from the U.S. National Collaborative Perinatal Pro-
ject on 35,000 children found that Asian children average a larger head perime-
ter at birth than do White children who average a larger head perimeter than do 
Black children, even though, at age seven, Asian children average smaller body 
size (and Africans larger body size) than do Europeans. Further, head perimeter 
at seven years correlates with IQ at age seven in all three racial groups (see 
Rushton & Ankney, 1996, for review). 

4.  The heritability of intelligence. As discussed in The Bell Curve and Race, Evolu-
tion, and Behavior, the heritability of intelligence is now well established from 
numerous adoption, twin, and family studies. Particularly noteworthy are the 
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heri-tabilities of around 80% found in adult twins reared apart (Bouchard, Lyk-
ken, McGue, Segal & Tellegen, 1990). Moderate to substantial genetic influence 
on IQ has also been found in studies of non-Whites, including African Ameri-
cans and Japanese. Even the most critical of meta-analyses find IQ about 50% 
heritable (Devlin, Daniels & Roeder, 1997). 

Transracial adoption studies suggest a genetic contribution to the between-
group differences. Studies of Korean and Vietnamese children adopted into White 
American and White Belgian homes show that, although as babies many had been 
hospitalized for malnutrition, they grew to excel in academic ability with IQs 10 
points or more higher than their adoptive national norms (Frydman & Lynn, 1989). 
By contrast, Weinberg, Scarr and Waldman (1992) found that at age 17, Black and 
Mixed-Race children adopted into White middle-class families performed at a 
lower level than the White siblings with whom they had been raised. 

The Moralistic Fallacy and Behavioral Creationism 

It is not as though Diamond is unaware of the importance of brain size in 
human evolution. Indeed he discusses the relation of brain size to behavioral com-
plexity in describing the evolutionary sequence from Australopithecus through 
Homo erectus to Homo sapiens (pp. 36-40). According to Diamond: "Although 
Homo erectus, the stage reached around 1.7 million years ago, was close to us mod-
ern humans in body size, its brain size was still barely half of ours. Stone tools be-
came common around 2.5 million years ago, but they were the crudest of flaked or 
battered stones" (p. 36). I know Diamond is aware of the MRI studies on brain size 
and IQ, and of studies on race differences, because my colleagues and I routinely 
sent him copies as they appeared and asked him what he thought! For the record, let 
it be known that Diamond did not reply to the missives regarding this published sci-
entific data. Now he has chosen to withhold all these data from his readers. 

Moreover, Diamond (pp. 38-40) acknowledges the accumulating evidence 
in favor of the "Out-of-Africa" theory of human origins. It holds that Homo sapiens 
arose in Africa 200,000 years ago, expanded beyond Africa in an African/non-
African split about 110,000 years ago, and then migrated east in a European/East 
Asian split about 40,000 years ago. Diamond refuses to acknowledge any relation-
ship between this evolutionary sequence and the parallel ranking of Africans, Euro-
peans, and East Asians in brain size and other behavioral traits. Nor does he tell his 
readers that evolutionary selection pressures were different in the hot savanna 
where Africans evolved than in the cold Arctic where East Asians evolved. 

Diamond's omissions are compounded by his idiosyncratic (mis)use of the 
causal flow chart in Figure 1. When evolutionary biologists describe ultimate and 
proximate factors they typically do so to explain how natural selection works on 
genes. Diamond is far too well-informed and experienced an evolutionist not to 
know this. Brain size and IQ are obvious candidates for mediating mechanisms. Yet 
Diamond sidesteps this literature, denigrating any such thoughts as "loathsome" and 
"racist." Diamond owed it to those who rely on his work to explain why all the care-
fully conducted work carried out on this topic should be so summarily dismissed. 
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How could the group differences in brain size and intelligence have arisen? 
Diamond himself provided part of the answer in his earlier book The Rise and Fall 
of the Third Chimpanzee and even alludes to it in the present one. Internecine tribal 
and ethnic warfare has been a potent force in the natural selection of human groups. 
Accounts of genocide are found in almost every civilization from historical times to 
the present. There were no Golden Ages. And just as people have not been at peace 
with their neighbors, so we have never lived in harmony with nature. Although 
Diamond recognizes all this and more, he omits to discuss how inter group competi-
tion over scarce resources influences the human genotype including why hominid 
brain size increased three-fold over the last 3 million years. 

Does Diamond want to argue that natural selection stopped when anatomi-
cally modern humans arose in Africa 100,000 years ago? If so, this would be a 
prime example of what anthropologist Vincent Sarich has referred to as 'behavioral 
creationism.' Given thousands of years of Eurasian advantage in agricultural and 
technological wealth, wouldn't we expect the evolutionary process to have taken 
matters further there than elsewhere? 

Even if cultural innovations were initially the result of relatively favorable 
geographic location, each such innovation would itself set the stage for a process of 
genetic selection for those best adapted to survive under such conditions. Further, if 
being centrally located increases the probability of receiving cultural innovations 
that arise elsewhere, it also increases the probability of receiving genes that provide 
a relative advantage in applying such innovations. Of course, this will not inevitably 
be true. If innovations lead to mass migrations of the genetically less able, a civili-
zation could decline. The central point is that if Diamond's theory explains how 
groups that are genetically equal at the outset develop their cultures at different 
rates, it also explains why they will start to differentiate genetically in their ability 
to participate in that culture. 

Another issue is the originality of 'Diamond's theory.' Even those who dis-
agree with me completely on the nature-nurture controversy must register a surely 
reasonable complaint. Instead of scholarly references and footnotes to each state-
ment, and openly giving credit in text as scientific norms dictate, Diamond simply 
appends a long list of books and articles to each chapter without specifying where 
his ideas came from. As James Shreeve, Diamond's fellow Discover magazine 
writer pointed out in his New York Times Book Review. "Mr. Diamond acknowl-
edges that no single person can be an authority in all fields, yet he mentions most of 
the other scholars who must have informed his ideas not in the text but only in an 
addendum. This makes for a smoother exposition, perhaps, but combined with the 
sometimes didactic style of the narrative, it imparts an unwarranted sense of objec-
tivity, as if everything happened when, where and how in prehistory just as Jared 
Diamond says it did." 

At the risk of venturing into deconstructionism and the sociology of knowl-
edge, I think it is worth asking whether "Yali" even exists, or if he does, did he ac-
tually ask his now-famous question in the plaintive manner Diamond reports? As 
presented, Yali's question has too much the ring of a set-up for an anti-racist ser-
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mon. It is simply too polite. For centuries, non-Europeans and people of color 
around the world have had no trouble generating their own answers. Some have 
concluded, as did the Honorable Elijah Muhammad, that Europeans are devils; oth-
ers, like the ill-fated Emperor Montezuma, that they were Gods. To my knowledge, 
other than Yali, Kipling's Billy Fish in the fictional, The Man Who Would Be King, 
is the only one to so entreat the wise white man to enlighten him (only to be told, as 
Michael Caine so expertly delivers the line in his cockney accent in the 1975 movie 
version, that they were not Gods, "but Englishmen, which is the next best thing"). 

A reasonable case can be made that "Yali's question," is merely a rhetorical 
device to allow Diamond to lecture us on the race-IQ/nature-nurture issue. Dia-
mond's statement that he finds IQ explanations "not just . . . loathsome but also .. 
.wrong" shows he is suffering from the moralistic fallacy—if something ought not 
be so, it must not be so. But in recent years, the equalitarian dogma has been hit 
hard by some bad karma. In the wake of the success of The Bell Curve and other 
recent books about race (including my own) to provide race-realist answers to the 
question of differential group achievement, there has been an intense effort to get 
the 'race genie' back in the bottle, to get the previously tabooed toothpaste back in 
the tube. It is in such times that Diamond fortuitously puts aside his myriad of other 
activities to provide an answer that, just coincidentally, shores up the walls of the 
politically correct fortress, when they are being threateningly undermined by scien-
tific research. 
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Jared Diamond, Guns, Germs and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies,  
New York: W.W. Norton, 1997, 480 pp.  

[Džared Dajmond, Mikrobi, puške i čelik. Sudbine ljudskih društava] 

 Књига Микроби, пушке и челик: Судбине људских друштава, настала 
је, како нас аутор обавештава, као покушај да се одговори на „Јалијево 
питање“. Јали, становник нове Гвинеје, наводно је питао Џареда Дајмонда, 
еволуционог биолога чија су специјалност птице, „Који је разлог да сте ви 
белци створили толике товаре (карго) и донели их на Нову Гвинеју, док смо 
ми црни људи имали тако мало властитог товара?“ Карго/товар означава овде 
сву технологију – авионе, пушке, челичне секире – коју су Европљани донели 
на Нову Гвинеју, чији су тамнопути становници још увек користили камено 
оруђе. и пошто друштвене науке као такве нису успеле да дају задовољавајући 
одговор на Јалијево питање, Дајмонд нас информише да је он истраживао ову 
тему у протеклих 25 година, и да је пронашао једини, истински одговор, а то 
је да су људи са Евроазијског континента, у поређењу са Ново Гвинејцима, 
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Аустралијским Абориџинима, Африканцима и Амероиндијанцима имали све 
предности животне средине. Евроазијци су тако били „рођени под срећном 
звездом“, на географски добром положају, који им је омогућавао дифузију 
обиља припитомљених животиња, биљака и културних иновација.  

 У свом географски детерминисаном одговору, Дајмонд, веома познати 
научник и писац Дисковер часописа, аутор бројних књига, придружује се 
дебати о групним разликама у домену интелигенције. Али, читаоци неће наћи 
никакав ваљан доказ за или против његовог енвиронменталистичког/геог-
рафског аргумента у књизи Микроби, пушке и челик: Судбине људских 
друштава. Дајмонд осуђује сва објашњења базирана на генетици као 
„расистичка“, нарочито дебате о количнику интелигенције, и одбацује чак и 
могућност да су гени имали било какву улогу у развитку људских 
друштава/култура. Дајмонд сажима своју обимну књигу у реченици: 
„Историја разних људи одвијала се у различитим правцима због разлика у 
њиховим животним срединама, а не због биолошких разлика између самих 
људи“ (стр. 22). Изгледа заиста невероватно да као еволуциони биолог, 
Дајмонд није свестан да управо различита окружења животне средине, путем 
природне селекције, проузрокују биолошке разлике између популација. У 
својој књизи, Дајмонд тако покушава да разреши једну од најконтраверзнијих 
и најтрајнијих контраверса у историји философије и друштвених наука, али 
његово намерно изостављање многих података и сазнања чине да је његово 
дело у најмању руку неискрено и не-научно. Дајмондов закључак је нити 
оригиналан нити јединствен (Crosby 1986, Darlington 1969): да су Евроазијати, 
богати у пољопривреди, имали предност у развијању вишка популације са 
поделом рада и специјализацијом која је омогућила развој оруђа 
цивилизације. Али зашто, на пример, Дајмонд одлучује да не помене да су 
Кинези били често у предности у односу на Европљане? Познато је одавно, да 
су до 1442, Кинези већ развили флоту која је стигла до обала источне Африке, 
са 200 бродова и око 20000 људи. Кинези су већ развили и магнетни компас, 
могли су са лакоћом да оплове Рт Добре Наде и „открију Европу“! Зашто су 
Полинежани развили технологију о којој Африканци нису ни сањали (док 
Арапи и Европљани нису дошли на њихов континент, Африканци јужно од 
Сахаре нису успели да открију точак, писани језик, бројевни систем, мерења 
времена, законе или стамбене објекте веће од два спрата)? Зашто су 
Европљани колонизирали Африку, Аустралију, и обе Америке, и зашто под-
Сахарни Африканци, Аустралијски Абориџини, и Амероиндијанци нису 
колонизирали Европу? Аустронезијко окупирање и замена постојећих 
популација, каже Дајмонд, десиле су се из потпуно истих разлога који су 
утицали да Европљани касније замене Амероиндијанце, Коисан популацију и 
урођенике из Аустралије, а то су густина популације, супериорнија оружја и 
оруђа, развијенији поморски систем и епидемијске болести на које су фармери 
али не и ловци-сакупљачи били отпорни.  

Просто је запањујуће колико информација и података Дајмонд 
одлучује да не помене или дискутује. На пример, постоје утврђене расне 
разлике у величини мозга и количника интелигенције, и оне корелирају веома 
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близу са истим оним културним историјама око којих се Дајмонд толико 
намучио да објасни. Иако Дајмонд одбацује таква тумачења као презрена, он 
оставља читаоце своје књиге (од којих би се многи вероватно и сложили са 
њим) без одговора и научног објашњења зашто су, ако и има нешто погрешно, 
таква могућа објашњења научно нетачна или неприхватљива. Многи 
истраживачи, независно један од другог, одавно су утврдили и потврдили:  

1. географску дистрибуцију интелигенције,  
2. везу интелигенције и величине мозга,  
3. географску дистрибуцију величине мозга и  
4. наследност интелигенције.  

Дајмонд не жели да види, чује или каже било шта о овим темама.  

Чак и да су културне иновације биле иницијално резултат релативно 
повољних географских локација, свака таква иновација би сама по себи 
припремила сцену за процес генетске селекције, за оне који су били најбоље 
адаптивни да преживе под таквим условима. И на крају, један коментар са 
којим ће се сви сложити, чак и они који одбацују генетску селекцију. Уместо 
научних референци и цитата за сваку своју научну изјаву и тврдњу, Дајмонд 
је одабрао да у додатку књиге „набаца“ дугачке листе књига и радова, без 
спецификације и позивања на научно дело, одакле су његове мисли и идеје 
дошле. И преузимајући ризик уласка у деконструкцију и социологију знања, 
можда је вредо поставити питање да ли фамозни Јали стварно постоји, и да ли 
је стварно питао то што нам Дајмонд тако љубазно представља? Јалијево 
питање подсећа и сувише на анти-расистичке лекције. Током векова, не-
Европљани и обојени људи широм света нису имали проблема да сами 
одговоре на своја питања. Неки су закључили, као часни Елија Мухамад. да су 
Европљани ђаволи; други, као цар Монтезуме, да су Европљани богови. Осим 
Јалија, једини који поставља исто питање је Били Фиш, измишљени лик из 
Киплингове књиге The Man Who Would Be King-а одговор који је добио је да 
(Европљани) нису богови „него Енглези, што је следећа најбоља ствар“. 

 




